
TrueSentry is an advanced surveillance and security 

management platform that ties your security resources 

together for effective threat detection and proactively  

pushes this information out to your response teams.  

It is built on an open and scalable architecture with over  

10 years of experience in managing large distributed  

camera networks. The TrueSentry video surveillance  

system protects people, facilities and assets using both  

analog and digital cameras, in fixed and mobile applications.

View Incident Video and Control Live Cameras  

From Anywhere

With TrueSentry, it’s possible for you to virtually be in more  

than one place at one time. Our digital video surveillance 

system offers secure remote video and camera access  

so you can view video associated with an alarm from  

a remote location. You can also control the pan/tilt/zoom  

of your cameras to see what is happening on-site LIVE  

from one central Windows-based interface, regardless  

of the geographic distance between them. With our  

Web-based interface, you can even view live camera  

feeds from anywhere in the world.

Our Video Proxy and Mobile Clients allows you to invite 

an unlimited number of users (internal or external to your 

organization) to view video content and manipulate live 

cameras remotely without interrupting the regular  

operations of your system. TrueSentry also supports  

Video Wall integration for Command Center monitoring.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sensor and Device Integration

TrueSentry provides centralized access to distributed resources 

like control systems, fire sensors, door sensors and more. 

Integration with your entire security system is essential for 

managing large-scale camera networks across geographically 

dispersed locations. The device scales to thousands of cameras 

on a network managed by TrueSentry.  Administrators can 

monitor camera status, health, and performance in real-time 

from a single console.

There’s a lot more to security than meets the eye.

TrueSentry
True Control. True Security. 
True Coordination.
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Proactive Response Team Coordination

When an emergency occurs, you need reliable collaboration 

tools that allow you to quickly mobilize a response. With 

TrueSentry, it’s possible to view an incident in real-time, 

escalate an alert that will reach your team in an instant,  

and even send images to law enforcement officers in the field. 
 

Designed specifically with public safety and homeland security 

in mind, TrueSentry’s unique system features will help you 

detect threats and assemble an intervention team quicker 

and more efficiently than any other digital video surveillance 

product. With automatic and intelligent alert detection, video 

analysis, crisis notification and management, security dispatch, 

and the unique ability to integrate with government and law 

enforcement databases, TrueSentry surpasses the functionality 

of all other alarm monitoring systems.

It is the only video surveillance system integrated with the 

same computer-aided dispatch (CAD) and geographic mapping 

systems used in 911 dispatch centers. Now you can use this 

same sophisticated technology to dispatch your own security 

teams. With a click of your mouse, you can initiate a dispatch 

request and your field personnel by actually sending them  

a video snapshot so that they will be up to speed on the  

situation before they even arrive on the scene.

Tight integration with a sophisticated Web-based emergency 

notification and crisis management system, MissionMode,  

gives your response teams the ability to easily share 

information, send alert notifications, and respond  

to an incident. 

 

 

 

 

 

Maximize Your Resources

Inevitably you are limited by the amount of space your server 

provides for data storage. TrueSentry lets you set how the 

system prioritizes video archive storage so the system can 

automatically delete non-alarm data before others video 

archives. TrueSentry’s advanced video storage solution also 

saves limited server space by speeding up streaming speeds  

for better video quality only in the instance of a triggered alert.

As your needs increase, TrueSentry can grow to meet the 

challenge. Our system supports over 80 cameras and can 

connect to a heterogeneous mixture of IP- based cameras, 

analog cameras, NVRs and DVRs, as well as other sensors  

and access control systems for broad, consolidated  

monitoring, seamless administration, and uninterrupted  

live video streaming.

TrueSentry
True Control. True Security. True Coordination.


